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Ginger is back, and her mouth is as unfiltered as ever...Ginger Perry, Harper's star witness in her

previous murder trial, left Kansas City for the greener pastures of the Los Angeles adult film scene.

As soon as she gets out to the West Coast, however, she catches a case. A big case. A murder

case.The victim is a powerful studio head. Ginger insists she was framed. Harper's not so sure. She

wants to give Ginger the benefit of the doubt, but Ginger's always been a little shady. Nevertheless,

she agrees to take the case. After all, she hasn't had a vacation in years, and a trip to Los Angeles

is as much of a vacation as she's ever going to get - even if it's not really a vacation, but another

murder case. Harper knows that she needs another murder case like she needs a hole in the head,

but she just can't resist a lost cause.And Ginger's case seems to be as lost of a cause as you can

get.With the twists, turns and lightning-fast pace you've come to expect from a Harper Ross Legal

Thriller, L.A. Defense is not to be missed!
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The story line was a good one, but I was not impressed with Harper. She had a problem with



alcohol and I pray for all those people who get hooked on that and drugs. But, it came off that she

was not as smart as she claimed and all the stuff that she couldn't figure out just left me blank. I

read the whole book was not impressed. Too slow for me

This is the next book in the Harper Ross series. It's great to see an honest struggle with alcohol and

the 12 step program. Harper was away from home and way out of her comfort zone. Lots of plot

twists. Just when you think you have if figured out it shifts!! Can't wait for the next one!! I already

have it on order!!

I just stopped reading it after the 3rd chapter. i love legal books but this one is more of a soap

opera.

Very poorly written.

OK very easy read

Started out somewhat interesting but down hill from there. If AA was a publicly traded company then

this book would be an infomercial for the stock. I was so tired of the constant reference to AA and

back to AA and back to her drinking and more about her needing a drink, yada, yada, yada. I don't

drink but almost did by the end and i hated myself for even finishing it.

I can only say this: I've read all the books in this series hoping they'd get better. They didn't. Don't

waste your money. These books are juvenile in that nothing comes together. Waste of time and

money.

I've read all of this series through Kindle Unlimited, hoping they would get better, but this was the

worst of all. Inconsistencies in the story, too many clicques and repetitions and just poor editing. The

story lines are good and the character Ginger is entertaining, but don't waste you time. Can't believe

this is written by an actual attorney.
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